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.- _13~ b tb4blme, t., without tibel Utoed of
*rs_., but nin that es, s o ed byHr, inlecund,
ath bunting of the Grae vesiele and the escape of the
osie dvUing mentuion in the human female; but, although
iW tear the orgasm and nervous excitement is considerable
at the menstrual periods, yet it must be recollected how dif-
fnt it is from the maddening revulsion which takes place in
qiadrupeds duing "' heat", and that should "spurious preg-
spar evr occur without coitus, it must be in animals in such
a statw of far. He believed that in almost all these cases,
eaher from climacteric, as in Case x, or premature decay, as in
Case n, the ovaries are in the position of being susceptible of
an impression during martal congress, when the orgasm is
extreme and the nervous system is strung to the higbest pitch,
but that they are unequal to, and sink beneath the effort subse-
quently required to carry out the intentions of nature, even
though the Fallopian tubes become erect and, as usual, seize by
their extremities the ovaria, as observed by Dumas, ChauLssier,
and others. He thought a fine field was presented to the
physiologist by this subiect where nervous influences so predo-
minate, and that it must be worked out on the system of reflex
nervous actions.

ASSOCITION NTELECE.

BRANCH MEETINGS DURING THE NEXT THIREE
MONTHS ALREADY ANNOUNCED.

NAME OF BRANCH. PLACE OF MEETING. DATE.

BIuxINGHAM AND MID- Dee's Royal Ilotel, Tliurs. Feb.
LAND COUNT1ES Birmingham. 8t.l, 1855,

BRANCH. 6 P.M.

[Ordinary meeting.1
M1TROP. COUNTIES. 37, Soho Sq., London. Tues. Feb. 13,
[Ordinary Meeting.] 4 p.m.

Wranch Seeretaries are requested to give intimation to the Editor of the
meetings of their Brancbes, so that notice may be given in this place.

EDITOR'S LET BOX.

MEDICAL STUDIES IN THE AUSTRIAN EMPIRE.
LIETTER FROM JOSEPH KAIN, M.D.

Sgn,-Feeling an interest in the subject of medical education,
and having received mine in an Austrian university (Vienna),
permit me to correct a few trifling errors into which you have
fallen in your article in this week's JOURNAL, on the " Organisa-
tion of Medical Studies in the Austrifn Empire." 1. The Gym-
nasium consists of six classes of a year each instead of five ; and
the course of study there conducted lasts six years, the division
in regard to the Latin language being as follows. First, second,
and third years, grammar; fourth, syntax; fifth, rhetoric;
sixth, poesy. 2. The principal subject of study in the second
year of the philosophical cursus is physics or natural philo.
sophy, which you have omitted to name. 3. Your remarks
would lead one to infer that all the schools in the Austrian
empire were Roman Catholic. This is, however, by no means
the case, as there are numerous Protestant schools in various
parts of Austria, having attended one myself, viz., Pressburg.
4. In regard to the Schulgeld, as a Gulden is not quite two shil-
lings English money, six Gulden would be under twelve shillings
instead of £2: 2, and thirty would be less thaD three pounds
intead of ten guineas. This may appear unimportant; but as
the great difference between Austrian and English schools con-
sists more in the sums paid for the studies than perhaps in any-
thing else, it is certainly as well to be correct on this point.
S. In my time there was no ophthalmic surgery in the theo-
retical part of the studies, the students having to wait for that
branch of knowledge till they camo to the hospital practice.
6. It would, perhaps, be interesting to add, that the practieal
part comprises two years, or the fourth or fifth of medical stu-
dies, and is received in the Ailgemeine Krankenhaus, or general
hospital. This compnses the practice both of medicine and
surgery, together with ophthalmic surgery; and at the same time
lectures on medical jurisprudence are delivered.
The mode adopted for ensuring proficiency of education and

regular attendance on the lectures is, perhaps, worth naming.
Any student is liable any day to have ]is usme called out by

tejt,o fer, aml nmlhd t s' ;
he be abhent fo u rsnauis isrmp th ilsta
the end of each year an examination onducted which even
student is expected to pass, and if he does not, he is sent back
to go through his previous year's study again; should he fail a
second time, he is not permiued to proceed further in his stu-
dies. Apologising for troubliDg you, and for taking up space in
your valuable JouAL, I am, etc.,

JOsEPH KAHx.
Anatomiocl Museum, Piccadilly, London.

January 22nd, 18,5.

THE QUERIES ON THE MODE OF IMIPROVING THE
JOURNAL.

LETTER FnoM J. DALSTON JONES, M.D.
Sm,-A month or two ago, when returning the circular sent

round by the Editor to the Members of the Association, I took
the liberty of appending the following note:
" There is one other course necessary to render the present

circular of any value, that is, that scrutineers be formed of
gentlemen quite unconnected with the JounRAL and its Editor,
to examine and report through the pages of the JOURNAL as to
their contents and suggestions; for I cannot but think many,
very many, improvements may be formed from the perusal of
the opinionjs of more than two thousand physicians and sur-
geons living in all parts of the kingdom. Unless this course is
pursued, I venture to say that very few indeed will feel satisfied."

I have from time to time looked for some announcement,
stating that such a course had been determined upon; but, as
youi know, have looked in vain. I have been extremely reluctant
to place myself prominently before the Association as one of its
grumblers; but there are times when it is the duty of every man
to speak out his sentiments plainly and without reselrvation, and
utterly to disregard the comments which, as a matter of course,
will be made by his opponents. Such, I believe, is the present
occasion, and I see no reason whatever for being fastidious in
my remarks, or abstaining from hostile criticism. I have never
placed much faith in the Editor, I now repose less than ever,
and am thorouglhly of opinion, that he is unfit for the station
he occupies, and that the continued occupation of it is dangerous
to the welfare of the Association.

I have not abstained, as you know, (if my circular be read,)
from giving my opinions as to the management of the JOURNAL
upon record; and unless some means be devised, those who are
favourable, and those, like myself, who arc unfavourable, might
as well have retained their opinions, for the members in general
are perfectly ignorant of the. contents of all but their own
circulars. I imagine, that the circulars were meant as much
for the use of the Association as that of the Editor of its
JOURNAL; but as yet, he alone can have derived any knowledge
of their contents. This is not as it should be; a large sum of
the monies of the Association is expended for the purpose of
aseertaining the views of its members upon certain particulars
therein enumerated: such views must be made public, otherwise
the money is but ill-expended. I therefore, with the view for
such publicity, demand that the contents of all the circulars in
your possession be examined by a few gentlemen to be named
by the Central Council of the Association.
As I consider this to be a matter of vital importance to the

whole of the Association, I have taken the liberty of sending a
copy of this letter to Sir Charles Hastings.

I am, etc. J. DALsTON JONES.
Dalston, Jan. 22,1855.

[The circulars were issued in the JouRN-AL of 17 November,
by the Editor on his own responsibility, and for his own
guidance. We shall be very happy, however, to allow any gen.
tleman, who has the welfare of the Association and its JOURNAL
at heart, to examine the answers. We intend, ere long, to
advert to them and to other subjects connected with the JOURBNAL.
In the meantime, we may be allowed to inform Dr. Jones that-
we have no intention of following his advice in the manage-
ment of the JOURNAL. In the multitude of counsellors there is
undoubtedly wisdom; but sometimes it requires patience and
skill to find it out. In point of fact, when we look at the
returns to the queries, we generally think of the fable of
" The Old Man and his Ass." In next week's number, we intend
to publish a list of the names of those gentlemen who have
kindly favoured us with replis. EDrTOU.]


